
CANDIDATE MEMBERSHIP FACT SHEET 
 
1. Tzivia Appleman – Plainview, New York  
Chapter President, President of New York Region, a passionate veteran of NCSY 
Regional events and Summer programs, Tzivia helped guide her Region through a very 
difficult year of restructuring and rebuilding after the departure of her Regional Director 
and several key staff members as she grew personally as well, demonstrating strong 
leadership talents under considerable stress. A recipient of Ben Zakkai’s Aviva Ghattan 
Memorial Scholarship, she will be continuing next year at MMY Seminary in Jerusalem. 
 
2. Joseph Amster – West Orange, New Jersey  
Joe Amster is truly one of a kind. He is a mensch of the highest order, kind to those 
around him every minute of the day. Joe’s warmth is palpable, and his peers, his campers, 
his youth group attendees, and his superiors always feel that he is there for them. He 
offers to help at every opportunity, enabling hundreds of his peers to participate and grow 
from what NCSY has to offer. Since sixth grade, Joe has been the glue that holds so 
many together, interacting with participants and staff of all ages, from all walks of life, 
bringing spirit and camaraderie to all of our events. For seven years, he has been among 
our most consistent and dedicated members, serving on Chapter and Regional Boards. He 
will be studying, next year at Yeshivat Lev HaTorah, assisted by a Ben Zakkai Honor 
Society Ruth and Joey Bodner Scholarship.  
 
3. Keren Bitton – North Miami Beach, Florida  
 
Keren grew up in a somewhat dysfunctional environment. Her parents decided to divorce 
several years earlier, with religious observance being a major point of contention between 
her parents.   When Keren was introduced to NCSY, it was during a time she was trying 
to figure out what place religion had in her life, and NCSY became a lifeline to Keren 
where she could learn and grow and soak in the inspiration. Keren instantly began 
growing, and made the decision that she wanted to switch to a yeshiva day school for her 
last 2 years of high school. She wanted an environment where she could really grow and 
chose Shaarei Binah, an all-girls high school. She was given specific goals to improve in 
before they would consider her. After a year of fierce determination, Keren worked hard 
to catch up on learning, basic Torah knowledge, and learning to read Rashi, and was 
ultimately accepted to Shaarei Binah. Keren joined the class in 11th grade, and quickly 
became a beloved member of her class. Next year she plans to continue her growth and 
learning at Seminar Bais Yaakov Seminary in Israel, assisted by a Ben Zakkai 
Scholarship. 
 
Keren also became a leader within NCSY and as VP of Emtza NCSY (Southern’s Middle 
School division) helped build up the junior NCSY Region, building a relationship with 
Emtza NCSYers and helping staff programs with high school NCSYers. 
 
Keren is a role model for growth all around. Her younger brothers followed in her 
footsteps and switched from public school to an all boys yeshiva. 
 



Keren plans to continue her studies at Touro’s Lander College for Women, and has 
received the OU/Touro College Sarah Rivkah and Dr. Bernard Lander Leadership 
Scholarship. 
 
4. Rina Blumberg-East Windsor, New Jersey 
 
Hailing from Twin Rivers New Jersey and attending Bruriah High School, Rina climbed 
her way up the NCSY ladder, first through the exclusive L.E.A.D. fellowship and then 
moving on to her current position as Regional President. 
 
Although Rina’s chapter is replete with teenagers from all walks of life, through her 
warmth and kindness she can relate to them all. Rina is strongly passionate about 
working with Jewish youth and is amongst the Region’s most devoted NCSY participants 
Rina is both intelligent and driven when it comes to Torah growth. While deliberating 
over seminaries, Rina had a long series of discussions with her various mentors. 
Ultimately, her decision was predicated not upon what would be most easy and 
comfortable but rather what would enable her to achieve her greatest potential. 
 
An outstanding Regional President, Rina plans to attend Michlalah assisted by an Anne 
Samson Memorial Scholarship and continue at Stern College for Women or Lander 
College for Women (where she has been awarded an OU/Touro College Sarah Rivkah 
and Dr. Bernard Lander Leadership Scholarship).    
 
 
5. Ethan Dalva-Potomac, Maryland	
 
Ethan Dalva has been such an inspiration to his teachers and many other teens. After 
agreeing to attend a summer on TJJ at the end of 9th grade at Churchill High School, 
Ethan came home tremendously impacted and interested to get more involved in Judaism 
and NCSY. From that point, Ethan started to set up chavrusas with advisors and taking 
more Halacha upon himself. Then Ethan decided that he had to learn Gemara and started 
setting up a chavrusa with his regional director right after school ended and worked 
extremely hard to learn the words and concepts of the Gemara. That’s when Ethan 
decided to make the big move and spend a summer on NCSY Kollel and cement his 
growth. Next year he has made the choice to learn at Yeshivat HaKotel. Ethan also felt 
that he should take what he found in NCSY and share with others. First as the President 
of his JSU club, then he joined his Chapter Board, and now he serves as the Regional 
President. Recipient of an Anne Samson Memorial Scholarship, from Public School to 
Yeshivat HaKotel!		
 
6. Jakob Diamond-Mansfield, Massachusetts 
	
Jakob has brought incredible energy and dedication to NER NCSY for the past 4 years, 
including 2 years on Chapter Board and 1 year on Regional Board. He has been an 
ambassador for NCSY, Torah and commitment to community at Maimonides, where he 
was often in the minority as an NCSYer. But that did not stop him from always bringing 



in new teens to events – both fellow students from Maimonides or public school teens 
from Sharon – Jakob excelled and focused on reaching out and sharing NCSY with 
others. Jakob continues to serve as a role model in his decision to spend next year 
learning at Yeshivat Lev HaTorah assisted by a Ben Zakkai Honor Society Julia and 
Joseph Macy Memorial Scholarship and to continue on afterwards at Yeshiva University. 
	
    
7. Michael Edelman-Chicago, Illinois 
	
Michael has served on local board for 3 years in a row and even served as Chapter 
President last year. Michael’s dedication, particularly when he was Chapter President, 
was unmatched. He was, and is example to those around him. He also maintains an 
exemplary amount of humility. Completely under the radar, Michael started a small 
Kosher food distribution program for local poor people who needed more food access 
and he creatively did this using food that would have otherwise been thrown out. He was 
able to get the food donated and found someone to pick it up and deliver it (he has no 
access to a car) so that it could be distributed. Michael did this because it needed to be 
done and not once did he brag about it or even let people know he was involved in this. 
Additionally, when he was a Jr. he was Chapter president, and when he was a Sr. he lost 
the election to another NCSYer to become president of the Chapter. I have seen other 
teens take this kind of message as an insult but Michael didn’t. He made sure not only to 
be a resource the new president but took a lower position so that he could stay involved.  
He wasn’t petty about it he was mature and poised and still figured out a way to be 
involved. He will be studying at Lev Gesher next year, assisted by a Ben Zakkai Honor 
Society Elaine and Rabbi Pinchas Stolper Scholarship. 
 
served as a role model to others with her positivity, as well as her commitment to Jewish 
education because she learns with her NCSY advisors 1-2 times per week. She attends 
JSU meetings at her public high school. She learns with two advisors every week and 
joined a different Region’s whatsapp group so she could read their daily dvar Torah/ 
Blaire davens every morning before going to her public school, and started dressing 
tzniusly a few months ago. I highly recommend Blair’s candidacy as a Ben Zakkai Honor 
Society member. 
 
 
8. Samson Goldberg-Albany, New York 
 
Samson models a commitment to Judaism, Torah, his own personal growth, and his 
community. In his years in NCSY he has taken on any role that was necessary in NCSY 
and his shul in Albany. He has been the best organizer of tefilah, leining, and d’vrei 
Torah, and keeps track of attendance and supplies, and anything else that would help 
keep things moving behind the scenes. As a leader on Chapter Board and Regional 
Board, and, this year as our Regional President, Samson has focused on his own growth. 
He takes his role as a leader in NCSY very seriously. I’ve been so proud to see him take 
feedback and push for bigger and better programs for his Chapter and Region. 
 



But perhaps most inspiring has been his commitment to Torah growth and learning. A top 
Yeshiva by Phone participant for 5 years straight, Samson makes serious consistent time 
for Torah, perhaps the only one in his public school in Albany to do so. He is an 
incredible role model for fellow NCSYers of both Torah study and service to the 
community. His plans to continue at Yeshivat Maalah Gilboa – assisted by a Ben Zakkai 
Honor Society Lea Weiner Memorial Scholarship.  
 
9. Meira Goldfischer-West Hartford, CT  
 
Meira has been an active NCSYer from her first shabbaton in 9th grade. Throughout she 
has taken advantage of every opportunity in NCSY, and has been a role model for her 
peers and an example of personal and religious growth. She always has a warm smile and 
goes out of her way to make sure everyone (teens and staff!) feel welcome and 
appreciated. Serving as a leader on her chapter board, she took the lead on bigger and 
bigger events in West Hartford, and was willing to do whatever it took to bring home 
NCSY opportunities to her friends and community, including partnering with 
StandWithUs to host Israel education events. With her help, the West Hartford Chapter 
truly reached new heights! She plans to study next year at Midreshet Chesed V’Avodah 
in Israel. 
 
 
10. Allison Gorokhovsky-Valley Village, California 
 
Three years ago she had never heard of b’rachot or Shabbat candles, much less of 
Shabbat. Last summer on JOLT she was teaching teens the very b’rachot and mitzvoth 
she had learned in NCSY during the previous year. An honors student at one of 
California’s most prestigious prep schools she took NCSY by storm- becoming Regional 
President in less than 18 months after her first Latte and Learning experience. Her 
spiritiual growth has been stunning. She is blessed with an articulate pen, a mature voice, 
and, above all, an abiding sense of personal integrity. She has earned the respect and 
affection of all of us who have witnessed her extraordinary achievement in the face of 
obstacles, including those that have precluded her continuing at seminary before 
attending the Honors program at the University of Pennsylvania. 
 
11. Macayla Gritz- Boca Raton, Florida 
 
Macayla Gritz, Southern NCSY’s outstanding Regional President was probably the least 
likely teen I have ever met to become an NCSYer. Her older brother became very 
involved, and Macayla, a student at Donna Klein Jewish Academy, a non-denominational 
Jewish community school had no interest in following in his footsteps. However, her very 
dedicated brother offered the opportunity to go on TJJ (and helped raise the $ for her to 
go) and she saw the great opportunity and agreed to go, and as they say, the rest is 
history. 
 
Macayla did not actually go on TJJ to Israel that summer (summer 2014) but did go on 
TJJ West, and following that summer, Macayla became an active member of the Boca 



Raton Chapter. She did go on TJJ the next summer and then became Chapter President 
upon her return, helping build her Chapter (which won Chapter of the Year under her 
leadership). 
 
Macayla spent the next summer on JOLT, working hard to raise money to go, as her 
family could not afford the program, even with scholarships awarded. Macalya worked 
hard throughout her high school years to pay her own way through Regional conventions, 
2 National Yarchei Kallahs and Summer Programs. 
 
During this time, Macayla’s Torah growth soared, as she took on mitzvos, and has been 
shomer Shabbas and Kosher, as well as dressing tzinusly for over a year. While this is a 
tremendous accomplishment for any teen, for Macayla it was even greater, where her 
classmates at school were somewhat hostile towards religion and observance. She is the 
only girl at school to wear skirts every day and has been proud of her growth, and had 
inspired her many friends in NCSY to follow. 
 
She will be studying at B’not Torah in Jerusalem next year, assisted by an Anne Samson 
Memorial Scholarship.  
 
 
 
12. Yoneena Heit-St. Louis, Missouri 
Yoneena Heit has overcome tremendous difficulties and developed into an NCSY ROCK 
STAR! Abandoned by her father when she was young, financial and other problems have 
plagued her mother and 6 siblings since that time. Nevertheless, Yoneena has blossomed 
into a very special bas Torah. She is as passionate as you can get about NCSY. She has 
not missed an event since she started SR NCSY. She helped start St. Louis’ Shoreshet, an 
all-girls NCSY program and served in multiple regular Chapter board positions including 
Chapter co-President. She is hardworking, dedicated, reliable, and very involved in JR 
NCSY. Her sensitivity to others is impressive! She regularly seeks guidance on how to 
balance kibud Eim while protecting her own emotional well-being. 
 
She will periodically bring in a few dollars to help pay back scholarships she received 
from NCSY, knowing that it means she will not have the funds to go for ice cream with 
her peers, etc. Yoneena has had to raise and care for herself yet her inner strength is truly 
admirable. We are in awe of her accomplishments. She plans on attending Machon 
Maayan on a Ben Zakkai Honor Society Stolper Family Scholarship. 
 
 
13. JJ Kampf-Memphis, Tennessee  
 
JJ Kampf has been a leader of unique character in leading our organization this past 
year.  JJ is a person who is able to balance and drive a national vision, as the National 
President of NCSY, while still remaining humble, collected, and naturally 
cool.  Leadership can change people - some for the better, sometimes for the worst. But 
JJ took his natural abilities as a teen leader, trusted friend, and transformed national board 



to manage a national vision with regional leadership and representatives throughout the 
country.   
 
JJ's sense of purpose, responsibility, empathy, and commitment to Torah growth have 
been an inspiration to everyone who knows and works with him. He is incredibly 
deserving of Ben Zakkai membership. 
 
14. Elisheva Kent-St. Louis, Missouri 
 
Since her debut in JR NCSY, Elisheva has been driven by one overarching goal, “How 
can I become a better Eved Hashem?” Her specialty? Chesed. Why? Elisheva has taken a 
very difficult childhood and family situation and transformed it to be her motivation to 
help others in difficult situations. Whether in regard to bein adam l’chavayro, l’makom or 
l’atzma, she is constantly looking to make a difference. Every day, she has a 15-20 
minute chavrusa, in Shmiras halashon with her Chapter advisor. Every Wednesday, she 
organizes volunteers to travel to stores to pick up “expiring food”, with the kosher food 
going to Tomchei Shabbas and the rest going to local food pantries. At every event, she 
can be found looking for the new or lonely NCSYer to reach out and make sure they have 
a great time and a new friend to count on. Despite severe financial issues, she will 
frequently come into my office with $3 or $1 babysitting money, insisting that I take it to 
help cover a bit of scholarship she received for a Shabaton. When I tell her it was already 
taken care of, she insists that we keep it. She is an inspiration to us and a model of what it 
means to transform difficult situations into opportunities for growth to constantly be 
looking to grow. 
 
Chapter and Regional Vice President for Chesed, she will be attending Tiferet Seminary 
next year in Israel, assisted by a ben Zakkai Honor Society Stopler Family Scholarship.  
 
 
15. Tomer Locker-Savannah, Georgia 

Tomer Locker has been an integral part of the Savannah NCSY chapter for the past 7 
years. Tomer is always the first one to jump into any program as he strove to develop and 
demonstrate true leadership skills. Tomer has been extremely involved in both Jr. and Sr. 
NCSY from 5th grade through his upcoming high school graduation. As soon as he 
reached high school age, he was a tremendous leader and role model as an advisor for Jr. 
Shabbatons as well - helping develop and run many of the programs and events. 

Tomer grew up in a home where his parents came to the US as shlichim, his father 
servicing the conservative synagogue as its executive director. Through NCSY, Tomer 
and his two younger siblings, were connected with the orthodox community of Savannah. 

Tomer, who attends Savannah Arts Academy, made sure to include time for Torah 
learning, grabbing many opportunities, including attending a Daf Yomi shiur, a weekly 
chavrusa with a Savannah Kollel Rabbi, and Torah Connect chavrusas with his NCSY 
advisors. Tomer was also instrumental in setting up the Southern NCSY “Torah and 
Chill” and weekly online chaburah webinar for Southern NCSYers, led by our regional 



advisors. This was in addition to his attending a weekly NCSY learning program and 
other NCSY events. 

Tomer has attended Yarchei Kallah the past two years and gone on TJJ Ambassadors and 
TJJ AP. He has also been the driving force in creating successful Latte and Learnings in 
Savannah in addition to the many other programs going on in Savannah. Tomer was the 
Savannah Chapter Board President last year, has been on Southern Regional Board the 
past 2 years, and has represented Southern Region on the NCSY National Board this past 
year. Tomer plans to continue to his Torah studies and growth next year in Eretz Hatzvi 
in Israel, assisted by a Ben Zakkai Honor Society Rabbi Allan Kuperman Memorial 
Scholarship. 

16.	Benjamin	Spanjer-	Rochester,	New	York		

Ben	Spanjer	is	a	role	model	for	NCSYers	in	Rochester	and	throughout	Har	Sinai	as	
someone	who	personifies	commitment	to	Torah	study,	personal	growth,	and	
community.	One	of	a	handful	of	observant	students	in	his	public	high	school,	Ben	has	
served	as	Chapter	President	and	Regional	VP	for	Education.	He	has	taken	a	leading	
role	in	organizing	local	learning	events,	JSU	clubs,	and	chapter	and	regional	
shabbatons.	Ben	has	spent	summers	at	Camp	Sports	and	on	TJJ	Ambassadors,	and	is	
a	regular	at	National	Yarchei	Kallah	-	always	eager	to	take	every	opportunity	to	
learn	more	Torah.	Throughout	high	school	Ben	has	learned	several	times	a	week	
with	a	community	member	(	the	husband	of	a	BZHS	Trustee)	as	well	as	with	
advisors	by	phone.	His	Eagle	Scout	project	was	to	design	and	construct	a	dedicated	
Kelim	Mikvah	for	the	community.	Ben's	leadership	and	personal	growth	were	
recognized	at	regional	convention	where	he	received	NCSYer	of	the	Year	as	well	as	a	
BZHS	scholarship	to	learn	in	Israel.	Ben’s	decision	to	spend	next	year	at	Yeshivat	
Netiv	Aryeh	and	then	Yeshiva	University	is	a	natural	next	step	for	a	teen	who	has	
stood	out	in	his	small	community	and	region	for	his	impressive	focus	on	Jewish	
growth	and	identity.	

17. Zachary Swartz-Amherst, New Hampshire- 
 
We have never had a Ben Zakkai nominee from New Hampshire. But then we have never 
had the likes of Zachary Swartz – a once in a generation NCSY story. 
 
Four years ago Zachary was an utterly assimilated nominally Jewish teen who was deeply 
upset when his classmates laughed during the Diary of Anne Frank. His parents reacted 
by enrolling him in a local Reform Temple’s Bar Mitzvah tour to Israel. This led to a 
Young Judaea tour the next summer where a chance meeting with a touring NCSY 
Summer program led to his joining New England NCSY.  
 
In two years Zach has become Shomer Torah U’mitzvoth, learning several nights a week 
by phone with NCSY advisors (he lives almost three hours from the nearest Orthodox 
shul), and attending every possible NCSY Regional and National event: from Yarchei 
Kallah to ASTJJ-P. The boy who cried when others laughed during a movie has been 



accepted to the rigorous yeshivat Netiv Aryeh (assisted by an Anne Samson Memorial 
Scholarship) and Yeshiva College Honors Program. An NCSYer for the ages.   
 
 
18. Noah Ziv-Cincinnati, Ohio 
 
Noah Ziv is from Cincinnati and has been involved in NCSY since Jr. NCSY. He has 
spent summers at Nageela, Camp Sports, and Kollel and is returning to Camp Sports as a 
junior counselor this year. 
He has served as VP of Education on Regional Board this year. 
Every morning at 6:30 am, he can be found at the local Kollel learning Gemora with his 
Advisor and a few times a week back at Kollel in the evening learning Mishnayos. He 
has completed two Sedarim of Mishna. 
Next year, he plans on attending Netiv Aryeh and hopes to continue his studies at Lander 
College for Men, where he has been awarded an OU/Touro Sarah Rivkah and Dr. 
Bernard Lander Leadership Scholarship. 
 
 


